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This paper proposes a seismic design approach for
precast concrete structural walls that use a combi
nation of mild steel and high strength post-tension
ing steel reinforcement across horizontal joints for
flexural resistance. The mild steel reinforcement is
designed to yield in tension and compression, pro
viding inelastic energy dissipation. The post-tension
ing steel provides self-centering capability, reducing
the residual (i.e., permanent) lateral displacements
of the wall due to a large earthquake. The proposed
design approach is a performance-based approach
that aims to limit the wall lateral displacements to an
allowable target displacement. The design approach
is critically evaluated based on nonlinear static and
nonlinear dynamic time history analyses of two pro
totype walls. A design example is provided at the
end of the paper.

Recent research’-’1 conducted as part of the PRESSS
(PREcast Seismic Structural Systems) research pro
gram and other research programs has shown that

precast concrete wall and frame structures that use a combi
nation of high strength post-tensioning (PT) steel and mild
steel reinforcement crossing the joints between the precast
members have desirable seismic characteristics. These struc
tures are referred to as partially post-tensioned structures in
this paper (also referred to as “hybrid” structures in the lit
erature), where the term “partial post-tensioning” indicates
the use of mild steel reinforcement to provide part of the
flexural resistance.

As an example, Fig. 1 shows the elevation and cross sec
tion (near the base) of a six-story partially post-tensioned pre
cast concrete wall. The desired nonlinear behavior of the wall
under lateral loads is governed by the opening of gaps along

the horizontal joints between the precast wall panels and be
tween the wall and the foundation.’

The PT steel provides a restoring force that closes the gaps
upon unloading, resulting in a self-centering capability (i.e.,
the ability of the structure to return toward its original undis
placed position at the end of an earthquake). The mild steel
reinforcement is designed to yield in tension and compres
sion at the wall base, providing inelastic energy dissipation.
Both the PT steel and the mild steel reinforcement contribute
to the flexural resistance of the structure to resist lateral loads,
resulting in an efficient use of all constituent materials.

The PT tendons are placed inside oversize ducts that are
not grouted, and are anchored to the wall only at the roof and
at the foundation. The use of unbonded tendons allows the
wall to go through significant nonlinear lateral displacements
without “yielding” the PT steel. The mild steel reinforcing
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bars crossing the horizontal joints are also passed through load analyses and nonlinear dynamic time history analyses
preformed ducts in each wall panel; however, these ducts are
grouted to provide adequate anchorage and development to
the steel.

In order to prevent fracturing of the mild steel reinforce
ment, the bond between the mild steel bars and the concrete
may be prevented by wrapping the reinforcement over a pre
determined height near the horizontal joint at the base of the
wall where the largest gap opening occurs. The mild steel
reinforcement is extended a sufficient height above the wall
base, after which the bars that are no longer needed for flex
ural resistance may be terminated in a staggered pattern.

In comparison with partially post-tensioned precast con
crete frame structures,6-’1previous research on partially post-
tensioned wall structures is limited.’-5Kuram& conducted an
analytical parameter investigation on the nonlinear dynamic
behavior of precast concrete walls with different amounts of
post-tensioning steel and mild steel reinforcement. It was
shown that the lateral displacements of post-tensioned pre
cast walls under earthquakes can be considerably reduced by
using mild steel reinforcement crossing the horizontal joints.

Based on the previous investigation by Kurama,’ this paper
introduces a seismic design approach that aims to limit the
lateral displacements of a partially post-tensioned wall to an
allowable target displacement. Guidelines for the selection of
the amount of PT steel and mild steel reinforcement, as well
as the amount of concrete confinement needed, to achieve the
design performance objectives are provided.

The proposed design approach is critically evaluated based
on nonlinear static monotonic and reversed cyclic lateral
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Fig. 1. Partially post-tensioned precast concrete wall.

of two prototype walls. The conditions for which the design
approach appears to be valid and the conditions for which
improvement is needed are discussed. A design example is
provided in Appendix B.

The draft ACI ITG T5. 1 document, “Acceptance Criteria
for Special Precast Concrete Structural Walls Based on Vali
dation Testing and Commentary,”2”3defines the minimum
experimental evidence needed to validate the use of precast
concrete walls in seismic regions of the United States. One
of the requirements of ACI ITG T5.l is that, prior to test
ing, a design procedure be developed and used to proportion
the test specimens. The proposed design approach may serve
this purpose.

Extensive experimental and analytical investigations on
partially post-tensioned precast concrete frames have led to
the successful development’4-’7and application’8 of guide
lines for the use of these structures in seismic regions. Ulti
mately, the design recommendations provided in this paper
may be useful in the development of similar seismic design
guidelines for partially post-tensioned wall structures.

THE PROTOTYPE WALLS

This paper is based on two prototype partially post-ten
sioned precast concrete walls, each six stories in height. The
walls are referred to as Wall PP6-BO and Wall PP6-EO and
were designed for a site with a “stiff” soil profile (Site Class
D in IBC-2003’9)in Los Angeles, California (to represent a
region with high seismicity). The elevation and cross section
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(near the base) views of the walls and the plan views of the
buildings for which the walls were designed are shown in
Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.

It is assumed that the walls provide the entire lateral load
resistance in the north-south direction of the buildings and
that the walls in each building are identical. The lateral load
resisting frames in the east-west direction are not addressed
in the paper.

High strength bars are used as PT tendons over the height
of the prototype walls. The total areas of the PT steel and
mild steel reinforcement as a percentage of the gross cross
section area of the walls (referred to as the PT steel ratio,

,

and mild steel ratio, ) are given in Table 1. All of the mild

steel reinforcement is placed at a spacing of 2.5 in. (63 mm)
at the wall boundaries near each end. The mild steel bars are
terminated at staggered heights above the base of the wall;
however, this is not investigated in the paper.

Dry-pack or grout is used between the wall panels for con
struction tolerances and for alignment purposes (see Fig. 1).
As shown in Fig. 2, circular spiral reinforcement is used in
the base panel to confine the concrete near the corners of each
wall at the base. Note that closed rectangular hoops may also
be used instead of circular spirals. The spiral confinement
ratios for the walls,

,
(defined as the ratio of the volume

of spiral reinforcement to the volume of confined concrete
core), are given in Table 1.

Fig. 2. Prototype walk: (a) Wall PP6-BO; (b) Wall PP6-EO.

Fig. 3. Plan view of prototype buildings: (a) Building PP6-BO; (b) Building PP6-EO.
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A nominal amount of wire mesh is used as additional bond
ed steel reinforcement in the wall panels. The wire mesh rein
forcement is not continuous across the horizontal joints and,
thus, does not contribute to the flexural strength of the wall.

The assumed idealized multilinear design/analysis prop
erties of the mild steel, PT steel, and concrete are shown
in Fig. 4. The stress-strain relationship for the mild steel
[Fig. 4(a)] is based on typical experimental results reported
by Paulay and Priestley.2°

The yield strength and ultimate (peak) strength of the mild
steel are assumed to be equal to f 60 ksi (414 MPa) and

=97 ksi (669 MPa), respectively, with the ultimate strength
reached at a strain of 0.06. Similarly, the “yield” (i.e., un-

ear limit) strength and ultimate (peak) strength of the PT
steel are assumed to be equal tof = 120 ksi (827 MPa) and

f0 = 160 ksi (1103 MPa), respectively, with the ultimate
strength reached at a strain of 0.0351 [Fig. 4(b)].

The assumed Young’s modulus of the mild steel and PT
steel is equal to E = E = 29,000 ksi (199955 MPa), and that
of the concrete is equal to E = 57,000(f’)°5 (in psi). The
compressive strength of the unconfined concrete is assumed
to bef’ = 6 ksi (41.4 MPa), reached at a strain of r0 = 0.002,
with the ultimate (i.e., crushing) strain reached at e, = 0.004.
The stress-strain relationships of the unconfined concrete
[Fig. 4(c)] and the spiral confined concrete are based on a
model developed by Mander et al.21 The small amount of

Table 1. Prototype walls.

Wall No. of walls l, x t, (in. x in.) (percent) (percent) c,,, (percent) T (sec.)

PP6-BO 10 240 x 12 0.99 1.76 2.57 0.57
PP6-EO 14 264 x 12 1.00 1.60 1.16 0.43

Note: 1 in. = 25.4 mm.

Fig. 4. Design/analysis material properties: (a) mild reinforcing steel; (b) post-tensioning steel; (c) unconfined concrete.
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concrete confinement provided by the wire mesh used in the 3. A seismic performance level and corresponding
wall panels is ignored. structure limit state, for example:

The cumulative (from the upper stories) axial forces at the — Basic performance objective to prevent crushing of
bases of the prototype walls, Gd/ and G11, due to the unfactored the confined concrete;
design dead loads and the unfactored unreduced design live — Enhanced performance objective to prevent yielding
loads, respectively, are shown in Fig. 2. The walls were de- of the PT steel in addition to crushing of the confined
signed under a hypothetical load condition of 100 percent of concrete.
unfactored design dead loads plus 25 percent of unfactored

. . Wall Design Base Moment Demand, M dunreduced design live loads (to represent the amount of gray
ity load that may be acting on each wall during an earthquake), The determination of the wall design base moment de
combined with earthquake-induced lateral loads. No capacity mand, MWd, requires that trial values be selected for the num
reduction factors were used in the design of the walls. ber, n,5, and gross dimensions (length, l, and thickness, t) of

The analytical evaluation of the seismic response of the the walls in a building. Then, a linear-elastic modal analysis
prototype walls was also conducted under this hypothetical of the structure is conducted to determine the first (i.e., fun-
load condition. Note that code specified (e.g., IBC-2003 19) damental) mode shape, { }, and period, 7.
capacity reduction factors and load combinations would need Alternatively, {‘ } and 7 can be estimated using approx
to be used in practice; however, this is not done in the paper imate procedures (e.g., as described in the Equivalent Lateral
to facilitate direct comparisons between the design estima- Force procedure of IBC-2003 19). It is assumed that the dis
tions and the analysis results. placement response of the structure is controlled by the first

Wall PP6-BO was designed not to exceed (on average) a mode, and that the shape of this mode remains essentially
target allowable peak roof drift of A,= 2.4 percent under a constant throughout the response history.
survival level earthquake (referred to as the Maximum Con- The wall design base moment demand, Md, and base shear
sidered Earthquake in TBC-200319), where the roof drift is demand, are determined by distributing the structure
defined as the roof lateral displacement divided by the wall design base shear demand, V,, to the lateral load resisting
height. Yielding of the PT steel is allowed to occur at this members in the plan and over the height of the structure as
peak displacement level; however, crushing of the confined described in the Equivalent Lateral Force Procedure of IBC
concrete is prevented in order to achieve a “basic perfor- 2003.19 The structure design base shear demand, V,d, corre
mance objective” of collapse prevention. sponding to each seismic design objective is calculated as:

In comparison, Wall PP6-EO was designed for a smaller,
more strict target allowable peak roof drift of LI1 = 1.2 percent

1
under the same survival level earthquake. Both the crushing
of the confined concrete and the yielding of the PT steel are
prevented at this displacement level, corresponding to an “en- where
hanced performance objective.” More details on the design M,1 = design effective linear-elastic first mode
of the prototype walls are provided in Appendix B, with the mass of the structure
procedure used in their design described below. f = damping adjustment coefficient

S = site adjusted linear-elastic design spectral response

PROPOSED DESIGN APPROACH acceleration (based on T,) for the site condition
and seismic demand level used in design (e.g., as

The proposed design approach consists of eight components: determined from IBC-2003’9)
(1) seismic design objectives; (2) wall design base moment de- R1 = strength ratio based on an equivalent single
mand, M; (3) area of PT steel reinforcement, A9, and mild degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system used to repre
steel reinforcement, A5; (4) concrete confinement; (5) detailing sent the nonlinear dynamic lateral displacement
of mild steel reinforcement; (6) yielding of PT steel reinforce- response of the structure
ment; (7) shear design; and (8) stability of wall panels. The quantity L = { }T[Mj { 1 } is referred to as the earth-

Each of these design components is described below. Note quake excitation factor and M* = { } T[J,4]{ } is the gen
that an experimental validation is needed before the proposed eralized mass for the first mode,22-25 where [M] is the design
design approach can be used in practice. diagonal mass matrix assigned to the structure. It is assumed

. . . . . that the structure mass is distributed equally between the
Seismic Design Objectives .

walls in the building through a ngid diaphragm.
The proposed design approach requires the selection of one The damping adjustment coefficient, f, accounts for the

or more seismic design objectives. Each seismic design ob- difference (if any) in the assumed viscous damping ratio, ,
jective includes the following: for the structure being designed and the viscous damping

1. A seismic demand level, for example: ratio corresponding to the SIR1 value used in design. For ex
— Design demand level (probability of exceedence of ample, a value of = 3 percent is assumed for the prototype

10 percent in 50 years); structures in this paper, whereas a value of = 5 percent is
— Survival demand level (probability of exceedence of used in IBC-2003.’9The damping adjustment coefficient ac

2 percent in 50 years). counts for the difference between and , and can be calcu
2. An allowable target peak roof drift demand, A,. lated as:26
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= (1 + 25)°
(1 + 25)°

(2)

For = 5 percent and = 3 percent,f is equal to 1.13. Note
that this value is similar to the damping adjustment coeffi
cients given in the FEMA 356 document, “Prestandard and
Commentary for the Seismic Rehabilitation of Buildings.”27

The strength ratio, R1, is used to determine the required
structure base shear strength, Yld, to limit (on average) the
peak roof drift demand to the allowable target roof drift, A1.
An equivalent nonlinear SDOF system, referred to as the BP
system, is used to determine the strength ratio, R, based on
the following relationship:

with

R=[c(u1— l)+ 1]

Teai+1 Tei

where is the displacement ductility demand corresponding
to 4, and a and b are regression coefficients based on SDOF
nonlinear dynamic time history analyses using the equivalent
system. The form of the relationship in Eqs. (3) and (4) was
developed by Nassar and Krawinkler.28

More details on the equivalent SDOF BP system, which
is used to estimate the seismic displacement response of the
prototype walls in this paper, are given later. Table 2 shows
the a and b regression coefficients for the BP system and
selected seismic design conditions (site seismicity, demand
level, and site soil type) determined as described in Farrow
and Kurama.29’3°

The wall design base moment demand, M,d, and base shear
demand, V,d, for each seismic design objective are deter
mined using an iterative procedure as follows:

1. Assume a value for the ductility demand,
,

corresponding to A1.
2. Calculate R1 from Eqs. (3) and (4).
3. Calculate V1 from Eq. (1).
4. Calculate by distributing Vd vertically over the

height and horizontally to the lateral load resisting
members in the plan of the structure.

5. Estimate the peak roof drift demand, Ad, as:

Tab’e 2. Regression coefficients a and b for BP system.

(3)

K,,}i,,,
(5)

where K1 is the wall linear-elastic lateral stiffness and
h, is the wall height.

6. Check if Ad from Step 5 is sufficiently close to the
allowable target roof drift A1. Repeat Steps 1 to 5 if
A1 is exceeded or if 4d is significantly smaller than
A, (indicating an overdesign). If the desired design
conditions cannot be achieved, the trial wall length, l,
and/or number of walls, n, in the structure may need to
be revised.

7. Calculate MIld from the distribution of VIld over the
height of the wall.

Flexural Steel Areas

In order to determine the flexural steel areas needed, the
(4) nominal base moment strength of a partially post-tensioned

wall is divided into three components, Mm,, MIlP, and M,,,, rep
resenting the contributions of the wall mild steel reinforce
ment, PT steel reinforcement, and applied (external) wall
design axial load, respectively, to satisfy the design base mo
ment demand, MIld. Thus:

MIld = M1 + MIlP + MIl,, (6)

Using the equilibrium of the forces in Fig. 5 at the wall
base, Eq. (6) can be written as:

MIld ( -

+ Af’( - d1)+ C(l- a) (7)

where

C O.85fa1t,. = 4f1 — Af’ +Af, + N,,,d (8)

C = total compressive stress resultant at wall base
f’ = compressive strength of unconfined concrete
a1 = length of assumed uniform (i.e., rectangular) stress

block at wall base
= wall thickness
= wall length

N,d = applied (external) wall design axial force at base

Llysteresis Site Demand Site soil Regression_coefficient
type seismicity level type a b

D 3.82 0.87
Design

Los Angeles, CA E 0.65 1.02

BP Survival D 1.08 0.89

(j3,= 1/3) D 2.39 0.64
Design

Seattle, WA E 0.61 0.68

Survival D 1.33 0.63

D 0.92 0.61
Design

Boston, MA E 0.43 0.59

Survival D 0.93 0.62
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4 total PT steel area

f = design initial stress in PT steel after losses (ignor
ing any changes in the PT steel stresses due to the
lateral displacements of the wall)

A’, = total area of mild steel reinforcement on compres
sion side of wall

A3 = total area of mild steel reinforcement on tension
side of wall

= stress of mild steel reinforcement at centroid of
A’,

= stress of mild steel reinforcement at centroid of
A3

d’3, distance from compression end of wall to centroid
of A’3

d,, = distance from compression end of wall to centroid
of A3

Assuming that A’, = A3 and d’3,
—

cia,, (i.e., symmetric
placement of reinforcement about the wall centerline), and

f’ = = f, (i.e., both the compression steel and the tension
steel have yielded) in Eqs. (7) and (8), the wall nominal
“yield” moment strength M,,, to satisfy the design base mo
ment demand Mmd can be written as:

MWd = M,, =A4(l—2d’,,)+4P( a) + NWd(lm—a,)
(9)

where the three terms on the right hand side of Eq. (9) cor
respond to Mw,, and M,,,,, respectively, contributing to the
wall yield moment strength M,,.

In order to determine the required steel areas, a new param
eter 13m’ referred to as the mild steel moment ratio, is defined
as /3m = MW1(M,, + M,,,,). Then, using Eq. (6), it can be shown
that:

M — w m and M — wd —M (10)
“j’

The /3,,, value is a measure of the relative amounts of mild
steel and PT steel reinforcement used in a wall. Designs using
larger /3,,, result in walls with larger amounts of mild steel
reinforcement. If the mild steel contribution is too small (i.e.,
the j3,,, value is too small), then the inelastic energy dissipa
tion of the system may be very small.

Conversely, if the PT steel contribution is too small (i.e.,
the 3,,, value is too large), then the self-centering capability of
the wall may be very small, and thus, it may not be possible to
yield the mild steel reinforcement in compression and close
the gaps at the horizontal joints. In order to determine M3
and from Eq. (10), a j3,,, value needs to be assumed for the
trial structure. A value of 0.75 ,8,,, 1 is recommended for
design. Both of the prototype structures investigated in this
paper were designed with/3m = 1.0.

Once the mild steel and PT steel contributions, M3 and
Mmp to satisfy the wall design base moment demand, MWd, are
determined as described above, the next step is to estimate
the required steel areas.

Post-Tensioning Steel Area, 4—Combining Eqs. (9) and
(10), the PT steel contribution to the total wall base moment
resistance can be determined as follows:

M
— Mmd

— N,,;d(lm a,) — a,)
(11)

“‘I3m+1 2 — 2

Then:

— 2M,,,d NWd
(R +ivi —a c
\t-’,n )‘ m c)Jpi Jpi

where

a
NWd+4fPj (13C 0.85ft,,

The calculation of 4 using Eq. (12) requires an iterative
solution based on an assumed length, a,, for the concrete
compression stress block. Eqs. (12) and (13) are repeated
until satisfactory agreement in the value of a, is obtained.

Mild Steel Area, A,— Similarly, the mild steel contribu
tion to the total wall base moment resistance can be deter
mined as follows:

M.
=

____

=A5j’,(l- 2d’,) (14)

from which

A — Mmd/3m (15)‘

(/3m+ 1)(l2d’3jjy

The calculation of A, using Eq. (15) requires an iterative
solution based on an assumed value of d’,,, which is then com
pared with the d’5,value from the placement of the mild steel
reinforcing bars in the wall cross section.

Once the mild steel bars are selected and placed in the
cross section, the strains in the bars are calculated assum
ing a linear strain diagram (i.e., plane sections remain plane)
and a neutral axis depth of c,, = a,,I/31, where j3 is a concrete
rectangular stress block parameter as described in ACT 318.31

If the calculated mild steel bar strains are smaller than the
yield strain, then the determination of A, above may need to
be revised using a modified form of Eq. (9).

Concrete Confinement

Concrete confinement is needed at the wall boundaries to
prevent premature crushing and failure of the concrete before
the peak roof drift demand, 4d’ is reached. For this purpose,
the required uniaxial compressive strain capacity of the con
fined concrete, e,,,, is determined as:

c,, = c,,,b,, (16)

where
c,,,, neutral axis depth

= estimated curvature at wall base
Ignoring the thickness of the unconfined cover concrete,

the neutral axis depth is estimated as:

N,,+4f
(17)

“ 0.85f,t,,

Note that a more accurate estimate for c,, can be obtained
by using the confined concrete thickness instead of the entire
thickness, ç,, of the wall. In Eq. (17), f,’,is the ultimate (i.e.,
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4py

/_Ipy
PY— c

fpy-fpiupy =

peak) strength of the confined concrete and f, is the yield Note that the termination of the mild steel reinforcement
strength of the PT steel. It is assumed that all of the PT ten- over the height of a wall results in a reduction in the flex-
dons in the cross section are at the yield stress. ural strength of the wall cross section where the bars are cut

The curvature, ,, is estimated by assuming that the wall off. This may lead to undesirable behavior due to the open-
lateral displacements occur as a result of a concentrated rota- ing of larger gaps at the upper floor joints of the wall than
tion at the wall base and that the flexural deformations are the gap along the base-panel-to-foundation joint, even though
uniformly distributed over a “plastic hinge height” as: the design moment is expected to decrease from the bottom

(i.e., base) to the top of the wall. Thus, the bar termination4— h 21
(18) points should be carefully determined to achieve a reasonable

‘° curtailment pattern over the wall height. The detailing of the
where = 0.2l is the assumed plastic hinge height as de- mild steel reinforcement over the wall height is not addressed
termined from the lateral load analyses of the walls described further in this paper.
in this paper and in Kurama.1An experimental validation of

Yielding of Post-Tensioning Steel ReinforcementEqs. (16) to (18) is needed before these equations can be used
in practice. If the design performance objective aims to prevent the

Note that the determination of the required compressive yielding of the PT steel (i.e., enhanced objective), a check
strain capacity of the confined concrete, based on Eqs. needs to be conducted to ensure that:
(16) to (18), is an iterative process since the strength of the
confined concrete, f, in Eq. (17) is not known in advance. (20)
A confinement model, such as that described by Mander et
al.,21 is used to develop the stress-strain relationship of the where 4 is the wall roof drift corresponding to the yielding

confined concrete and to determine the amount and details of of the PT steel estimated as:

the confinement reinforcement needed to achieve the strain
(21)capacity,

The confinement reinforcement should extend over a with
length, l, and height, h, near both ends of the wall at the base
where the concrete strains are greater than or equal to the as- (22)

sumed crushing strain of the unconfined concrete, ç.
A linear strain diagram defined by c and from Eqs. In Eqs. (21) and (22):

(17) and (18) may be used to determine the confined wall = additional elongation of PT steel fromf tof
length at each end as: distanc.. of PT tendon with the largest strain from

the compression end of wall

f,, = yield strength of PT steel
. = (i — —) (19)

= initial stress (after losses) of PT steel
l = unbonded length of PT steel (assumed to be equal

The determination of the confined wall height, h, depends to the wall height)
on the bending moment diagram over the wall height and is

= neutral axis depth at wall base corresponding to
not within the scope of this paper. yielding of PT steel

It may be assumed that c= c, from Eq. (17).Detailing of Mild Steel Reinforcement
If the yielding of the PT steel needs to be delayed, a lower

Fracture and low cycle fatigue failure of the mild steel re- value of should be used in Eqs. (12) and (13), and the de

inforcement at the wall base should be prevented. For this sign repeated, or the tendons should be placed closer to the

purpose, a linear strain diagram defined by c and çt from wall centerline. Note that while the results obtained using

Eqs. (17) and (18) can be used to estimate the maximum Eqs. (21) and (22) have been compared with results from the

strain in the mild steel bar on the extreme tension side of lateral load analyses of the walls described in this paper and

the wall. If necessary, the strains in the mild steel reinforce- in Kurama,1 an experimental validation of these equations is

ment can be reduced by placing the bars closer to the wall needed before they can be used in practice.

centerline (which may require a redesign) and/or by wrap-
Shear Designping the bars to prevent bond over a predetermined height

above the base-panel-to-foundation joint. Determination of Shear design of a wall includes design to prevent diagonal
the wrapped length of mild steel reinforcement is not dis- tension failure in the wall panels, shear slip failure along the
cussed in this paper. horizontal joints, and failure along the bottom and top edges

The nffld steel reinforcement should be properly anchored of the wall panels (especially the base panel) due to a gap
to the foundation and should be extended to a sufficient height opening. The effects of higher modes of vibration3238 should
above the base of the wall to allow for the development of the be included in determining the wall peak shear force demand,
ultimate (i.e., peak) strength of the steel in tension and corn- Vwm.
pression at the base-panel-to-foundation joint. The bars that Diagonal Tension Failure—Pending experimental valida
are no longer needed for flexural resistance may be terminat- tion, ACI 31 831 diagonal tension requirements for prestressed
ed (i.e., cut off) in a staggered pattern over the wall height. concrete members may be used for the design of partially
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post-tensioned precast concrete walls.
Shear Slip Failure—The nominal shear slip strength of a

partially post-tensioned wall can be determined as:

where

u, [(A, + A’) f, + Af + Nd1

= design coefficient of friction
A = area of PT steel

f = stress of PT steel
An experimental validation of Eq. (23) needs to be con

ducted before use in practice. Yielding of the PT steel (if al
lowed to occur) and subsequent loss in prestress under cyclic
loading should be considered in the determination of f. If
yielding of the PT steel is not allowed to occur (i.e., enhanced
performance objective), thenf =f,, may be assumed. Further
information on the design of a fully post-tensioned precast
concrete wall to prevent shear slip along the horizontal joints
can be found in Kurama et al.338

Failure Along Panel BottoinlTop Edges—Failure due
to uncontrolled cracking along the bottom and top edges of
the wall panels (especially the base panel) as a result of a
gap opening at the horizontal joints should be prevented.
More information on this critical failure mode can be found
in Allen and Kurama.39

Stability of Wall Panels

Design for the stability of the wall panels includes design
to prevent out-of-plane buckling of the wall panels between
lateral restraints (usually at the floor and roof levels) and de
sign to prevent buckling of the compression zone in the base
panel. In the absence of experimental results, no further in
formation is provided in the paper on this topic.

BEHAVIOR OF PROTOTYPE WALLS
UNDER LATERAL LOADING

(23) Fig. 6(a) shows the expected base shear force versus roof
drift (V-zl) behaviors of the prototype Walls PP6-BO and
PP6-EO under combined gravity loads and lateral loads. An
analytical wall model based on fiber beam-column elements
(described in Kurama’) was used to conduct the analyses.

Similar to the load condition used in design, the gravity
loads acting on each wall were assumed to be equal to 1 .OODL
+ O.25LL (where DL and LL are the unfactored design dead
load and the unfactored unreduced design live load, respec
tively) to represent the amount of gravity load that may be
acting on the wall during an earthquake. The distribution of
the lateral forces over the height of the walls was assumed to
be the same as the distribution of inertial forces correspond
ing to the fundamental mode of vibration from a linear-elastic
modal analysis of each structure.

The three markers in Fig. 6(a) identify the limit states used
in the design of Walls PP6-BO and PP6-EO as follows:

1. The o marker identifies the yielding of the mild steel
reinforcement at the centroid of the bar group on the
tension side of the wall;

2. The n marker identifies the point at which the strain in
the extreme post-tensioning tendon reaches the limit of
proportionality (note that this limit state is prevented in
Wall PP6-EO); and

3. The marker identifies the axial-flexural failure of
the wall as a result of crushing of the spiral confined
concrete at the base.

The walls satisfy all of the design requirements. A detailed
investigation and comparisons between the estimated design

.,- .-.-w rn .-. .- I-.-. IW

. .., .... ...,

0.85f

Fig. 5. Equilibrium of forces at the base of a
partially post-tensioned wall.
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Fig. 6. Behavior of the prototype walls under lateral loading: (a) monotonic loading; (b) cyclic loading, Wail PP6-BO;
(c) cyclic loading, Wall PP6-EO.
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capacities and demands for Wall PP6-BO are provided in

Appendix B.
Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) show the behaviors of Walls PP6-BO

and PP6-EO under reversed cyclic loading. Both walls dem

onstrate stable behavior with considerable inelastic energy

dissipation and self-centering capability. The lateral load

behavior of a series of walls with varying amounts of mild

steel and PT steel reinforcement, similar to the prototype

walls in this paper, can be found in Kurama.’

The results from the cyclic analyses of Walls PP6-BO and

PP6-EO are evaluated for conformance to the ACT ITG T5.l

draft document, “Acceptance Criteria for Special Precast

Concrete Structural Walls Based on Validation Testing and

Commentary.”2’3According to ACI ITG T5.l, the relative

energy dissipation ratio, /3, of a wall should be greater than

or equal to 0.125.
The relative energy dissipation ratio is defined for a V-A

cycle as the ratio of the area Dh enclosed by the hysteresis

loop for that cycle to the area of the circumscribing paral

lelogram. The circumscribing parallelogram area is defined

by the initial positive and negative stiffnesses during the first

linear-elastic cycle of loading and the peak positive and neg

ative base shear resistances during the cycle for which the

relative energy dissipation ratio is calculated.’213

The relative energy dissipation ratio, /3, is a measure of the

amount of viscous damping in an equivalent linear-elastic

system that would result in a similar amount of energy dis

sipation as the nonlinear system. The ACI ITG T5. 1 docu

ment’2”3recommends that if j3 is smaller than 0.125, there

may be inadequate damping for the structure as a whole, and

the oscillations of the structure may continue for some time

after an earthquake, possibly leading to low-cycle fatigue ef

fects and excessive displacements.
Fig. 7 shows the relative energy dissipation ratio, /3, of

Walls PP6-BO and PP6-EO based on the cyclic V-A behav

iors in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c). The horizontal axes show the

maximumlminimum roof drift reached during each loading

cycle, 4. Wall PP6-BO was displaced to roof drift values

of ±4= ±0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 percent during each cycle

and Wall PP6-EO was displaced to roof drift values of

±4 = ±0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, and 1.25 percent [see Figs. 6(b)

and 6(c)j.
It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the prototype Walls PP6-BO

and PP6-EO have similar j3 values and that /3 increases as the

wall roof drift increases. The shaded regions show the roof drift

cycles for which /3 0.125. The results indicate that the walls

satisfy the energy dissipation requirement of ACI ITG T5. 1

for, approximately, A> 0.3 percent. As would be expected,

only limited (if any) yielding of the mild steel reinforcement

occurs at displacements smaller than A 0.3 percent, result

ing in a small amount of inelastic energy dissipation (i.e., the

wall behavior is close to linear-elastic).

BEHAVIOR OF WALLS
UNDER EARTHQUAKE LOADING

This section investigates the nonlinear dynamic behavior

of Walls PP6-BO and PP6-EO under earthquake loading. The

ground motions used in the investigation are described first,

followed by the equivalent SDOF BP system used for design

purposes. Finally, the seismic response of the prototype walls

is critically examined based on multi-degree-of-freedom

nonlinear dynamic time history analyses.

The nonlinear dynamic time-history analyses of the pro

totype walls were conducted using the fiber element model

(described in Kurama’) with a time step of 0.01 sec. Previous

analyses35 of similar walls show that the differences between

results from analyses conducted using a time step of 0.001 and

0.01 sec. are not significant. Thus, the time step of 0.01 sec. is

adequate to capture the dynamic characteristics of the walls.

The dynamic analyses were conducted with a viscous

damping ratio of = 3 percent in the first and third linear-

elastic modes of vibration of the walls (using mass and stiff

ness proportional Rayleigh damping22’23).Similar to the load

ing condition used in design, the gravity loads acting on each

wall were assumed to be equal to 1 .OODL + 0.25LL as de

Fig. 7. Relative energy dissipation ratio, i3: (a) Wall PP6-BO; (b) Wall PP6-EO.
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scribed earlier. The total mass of each prototype building was
assumed to be distributed equally among the walls used in
that building. The masses assigned to the walls were lumped
at the floor and roof fiber element nodes.

Ground Motion Records

A total of twenty ground motion records (Table 3) com
piled and scaled by the SAC steel project4° [SAC is a joint
venture with the following partners: the Structural Engineers
Association of California (SEAOC), the Applied Technology
Council (ATC), and California Universities for Research in
Earthquake Engineering (CUREE)1 are used in this paper.
This ground motion set corresponds to a probability of ex
ceedence of 2 percent in 50 years (the same as the Maximum
Considered Earthquake in IBC-2003’9)and was compiled for
a site in Los Angeles with a stiff soil profile, similar to the site
soil condition used in the design of the prototype walls (i.e.,
Site Class D in IBC-2003’9).

As described in Somerville et al.,4° the acceleration time-
histories of the twenty SAC ground motions in Table 3 were
derived by scaling ten natural and ten generated records
based on a target linear-elastic smooth acceleration response
spectrum. The target response spectrum was determined
from the probabilistic ground motion spectra published by
the United States Geological Survey,41’42 modified to repre
sent Site Class D.

For each ground motion, two horizontal components,
rotated 45 degrees away from the fault-normal and fault-
parallel orientations, were used.4° In order to preserve the
variability in the characteristics of the individual ground
motions, the shapes of the acceleration response spectra of
the records were not modified in the SAC scaling procedure.

Instead, for each ground motion, a single scale factor was
found that minimized the weighted sum of the squared error
between the average 5 percent damped SDOF linear-elastic
acceleration response spectra of the two horizontal compo
nents and the target response spectrum in the period range
of 0.3 to 4 secs.

More information on the generation and properties of the
ground motion records, including SDOF linear-elastic accel
eration response spectra, can be found in Somerville et al.4°
and Farrow and Kurama.29’3°

Table 3 shows the factors that were used to scale the ground
motion records, as well as the peak acceleration (PGA) and
maximum incremental velocity (MIV) of the records. The
MIV of a ground motion is equal to the maximum area under
the acceleration time-history of the ground motion between
two successive zero-acceleration crossings. The PGA values
of the ground motions vary between 0.42g and 1 .33g (where
g is the gravitational acceleration) and the MIV values vary
between 34.2 and 135 in./sec. (869 and 3429 mmlsec.), indi
cating a significant range in the seismic input intensity and
characteristics.

Note that the validity of nonlinear dynamic time-history
analysis results depends on the use of realistic ground motion
records with phasing and response spectral characteristics that
are appropriate for the magnitude, distance, site conditions,
and wave propagation properties of the region. According to
Somerville et al.,4° the SAC ground motion records provide a
sample of this variability through a set of time-histories that
are realistic not only in their average properties, but also in
their individual characteristics.

Nevertheless, it should be stated that the findings and con
clusions presented in this paper are conditioned on the ability

Tab’e 3. SAC ground motion records4°used in the paper.

Site Demand Site PGA MIV
Ensemble seismicity level class Record Designation Scale factor (g) (in./sec.)

1995 Kobe LA21 1.15 1.28 108
1995 Kobe LA22 1.15 0.92 95.1

1989 Lorna Prieta LA23 0.82 0.42 34.2
1989 Lorna Prieta LA24 0.82 0.47 82.9
1994 Northridge LA25 J 1.29 0.87 79.5
1994 Northridge LA26 1.29 0.94 106
1994 Northridge LA27 I 1.61 0.93 65.5
1994 Northridge LA28 1.61 1.33 88.9

l974Tabas LA29 1.08 0.81 36.3
LosAngeles,

Survival l974Tabas LA3O 1.08 0.99 50.3SAC (2 percent in DCA Generated, Elysian Park LA3I 1.43 1.30 81.850 years)
Generated, Elysian Park LA32 1.43 1.19 102
Generated, Elysian Park LA33 0.97 0.78 73.9
Generated, Elysian Park LA34 0.97 0.68 63.5
Generated, Elysian Park LA35 1.10 0.99 135
Generated, Elysian Park LA36 1.10 1.10 130
Generated, Palos Verdes LA37 0.90 0.71 103
Generated, Palos Verdes LA38 0.90 0.78 1 19
Generated, Palos Verdes LA39 0.88 0.50 45.9
Generated, Palos Verdes LA4O 0.88 0.63 110

Note: 1 in. = 25.4 mm.
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of the selected ground motion set to suitably represent the
site seismicity, seismic demand level, and soil condition used
in the design of the prototype structures (i.e., Los Angeles,
survival level. Site Class D).

Equivalent SDOF System for Design

It has been previously shown that,24 for design purposes, the
nonlinear lateral displacement response of a multi-degree-of-
freedom (MDOF) structural wall system under earthquakes
can be represented using an equivalent nonlinear SDOF sys
tem. This implies that the displacement response of the struc
ture is controlled by the first mode, and that the shape of this
mode remains essentially constant throughout the response
history. Other researchers45have also shown that these as
sumptions lead to reasonable predictions of the maximum
lateral displacement response of MDOF structures, provided
that the response is dominated by the first mode.

As described previously, the estimation of the required wall
design base moment strength in the proposed seismic design
approach uses Eqs. (3) and (4) based on a nonlinear equivalent
SDOF system, referred to as the BP system. The development

of the BP system is described below using Wall PP6-BO.
First, the base shear versus roof drift (V-A) behavior of

the wall in Fig. 6(b) is converted to an equivalent nonlin
ear SDOF force-displacement (R-s) relationship as shown in
Fig. 8(a). As described in Kurama24’25 and FEMA-274,46the
SDOF force R = V and the SDOF displacement s = (hA)/T,
where F L/M* is referred to as the roof displacement par
ticipation factor and is calculated using the linear-elastic first
mode shape of the wall. Then, the SDOF R-s relationship is
idealized [Fig. 8(b)] by placing two simple hysteresis types
in parallel [Fig. 8(c)]: (1) a bilinear-elastic (BE) hysteresis
type; and (2) an elastic-perfectly-plastic (EP) hysteresis type.
Note that the SDOF displacements, s, in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)
are shown as percentages of the wall height, h.

The combined system for the idealized SDOF relationship in
Fig. 8(b) is referred to as the BP system, where the BE and EP
components represent the contributions of the PT steel and the
mild steel reinforcement to the wall base moment resistance,
respectively. As described in Farrow and Kurama30’47and Kura
ma and Farrow,48 the relationships between the lateral stiffness
es and strengths of the BE and EP components that make up a

Fig. 8. Equivalent single-degree-of-freedom force-displacement (R-s) relationship: (a) smooth R-s relationship; (h) idealized BP
system R-s relationship; (C) components of BP system.
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BP system are: k,, =/3kbe and R,,, =/3,’?be where kh, and ke,, are
the linear-elastic stiffnesses, Rbe and Rep are the yield strengths
of the BE and EP components, respectively, and i3 and 3, are
the BP system stiffness and strength ratios, respectively.

The energy dissipation of the BP system can be increased
by increasing j3,. In this study, 3, is set equal to j3,. Such a
system has only one yield point (since 3, = /3,) as illustrated in

0

0
(1)

0

1

.5
2
‘U

Fig. 8(c) and further discussed by Farrow and Kurama.3°
Once the smooth SDOF R-s relationship of a wall [Fig.

8(a)] is obtained, the yield strengths Rbe and Rep and linear-
elastic stiffnesses kbe and kep of the BE and EP components,
as well as the post-yield stiffness ratio, a, for an idealized BP
relationship [e.g., Fig. 8(b)] can be determined by equating:
(I) the R-s relationship of the BP system with a bilinear ide-

Fig. 9. Single-degree-of-freedom representation of the prototype walls: (a) roof drift time-history, Wall PP6-BO; (b) roof drift time-
history, Wall PP6-EO; (C) peak roof drift ratio (SDOF/MDOF).
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Table 4. Dynamic analysis results.

Wall 4, (percent) ii,, (percent) A (percent) a,, (g)

PP6-BO 1.65 2.37 1.79 0.69 0.92 1.54

PP6-EO 1.09 1.22 1.05 0.89 1.04 1.80

alization of the envelope of the smooth R-s relationship; and

(2) the energy dissipated by the smooth R-s relationship with

the energy dissipated by the BP idealization during a selected

displacement cycle.
The mass of the equivalent SDOF system is assumed to

be equal to the effective linear-elastic first mode mass of the
structure divided by the number of walls as m1 = MejIfl,. The

linear-elastic period and damping ratio of the SDOF system

are assumed to be equal to the linear-elastic first mode peri

od, 7, arid viscous damping ratio, , of the MDOF system,
respectively.

Validation of SDOF BP System

In order to evaluate the ability of the equivalent nonlinear

SDOF BP system described above to represent the dynamic

displacement response of MDOF wall structures, Fig. 9(a)
shows comparisons between the roof drift time-history of
Wall PP6-BO using the MDOF model in Fig. 6(b) and the
SDOF model in Fig. 8(b) under the SAC-LA32 and SAC
LA4O ground motion records (Table 3). The nonlinear dy
namic time-history analyses of the MDOF system were con
ducted using the analytical wall model described in Kurama.’

The wall roof drift values from the SDOF model were calcu

lated as A = sT/h, where F = L/M’ is the roof displacement

participation factor.
Similarly, Fig. 9(b) shows comparisons between the roof

drift time-history of Wall PP6-EO in Fig. 6(c) and the roof drift

time-history of the corresponding nonlinear SDOF BP system

under the SAC-LA22 and SAC-LA38 ground motions.
Fig. 9(c) shows the ratios between the peak displacements

of the SDOF BP systems and the corresponding MDOF sys
tems for Walls PP6-BO and PP6-EO under the twenty SAC

ground motions in Table 3. The results are plotted against the
maximum incremental velocity (MIV) of the ground motions.
The SAC-LA32 and SAC-LA4O ground motions in Fig. 9(a)
result in the smallest and largest differences, respectively, be
tween the peak displacements of the SDOF and MDOF sys
tems for Wall PP6-BO (corresponding to SDOFIMDOF peak
roof drift ratios of 0.99 and 0.56, respectively).

Similarly, the SAC-LA22 and SAC-LA38 ground motions
in Fig. 9(b) result in the smallest and largest differences, re
spectively, between the peak displacements of the SDOF and
MDOF systems for Wall PP6-EO (corresponding to SDOF/
MDOF peak roof drift ratios of 1.01 and 0.62, respectively).
It is observed that the largest percent differences between the
displacements of the SDOF and MDOF models of the pro
totype walls occur under ground motion records for which
the lateral displacements are relatively small (i.e., SAC-LA4O
and SAC-LA38).

On average, the ratio between the peak displacements of
the SDOF and MDOF models for Walls PP6-BO and PP6-EO
is equal to 0.93 and 0.86, respectively. It is concluded that the

nonlinear SDOF BP system is capable of representing both
the roof drift time-history and the peak roof drift response of
the prototype walls reasonably well.

As given in Eqs. (3) and (4), the proposed design approach

uses the SDOF BP system to develop relationships between

the lateral strength (quantified using the strength ratio R1) and

the displacement ductility demand, it, of the walls. Nonlinear
displacement ductility demands for SDOF BP systems have
been studied extensively by Farrow and Kurama,293°result

ing in the mean a and b regression coefficients for the se
lected seismic design conditions (i.e., site seismicity, demand

level, and site soil type) in Table 2.
The studies by Farrow and Kurama29’3°show that the mean

displacement ductility demands for BP systems are highly
sensitive to the parameters of site seismicity, demand level,

and site soil type; however, they are relatively insensitive to

the BP system strength ratio, 3,. Based on these previous re
sults, the a and b regression coefficients in Table 2 (which
have been developed for BP systems with j3, 1/3) can be

reasonably used for the design of a wide range of partially

post-tensioned precast concrete walls with mild steel moment

ratios of up to 13m = 1.0.

MDOF Analysis Results

The behavior of Walls PP6-BO and PP6-EO under earth
quake loading is evaluated with respect to the roof drift re
sponse (peak roof drift and roof drift time-history) and the
peak roof acceleration.

Roof Drift Response—The 0 markers in Fig. 10(a) show
the peak roof drift, 4, demands from the dynamic analyses
of the walls under the twenty ground motion records in Table

3. The dashed horizontal lines represent the allowable target
roof drift values of A, = 2.4 and 1.2 percent used in the design
of Walls PP6-BO and PP6-EO, respectively.

The mean peak roof drift demands from the dynamic anal

yses of Walls PP6-BO and PP6-EO are equal to 4, = 1.65 and

1.09 percent, respectively (see Table 4). Since these mean

demands are smaller than the corresponding target roof drift

values, the design performance objectives for the walls are on

average achieved.
The estimated peak roof drift demands of Walls PP6-BO

and PP6-EO from Step 5 of the proposed design approach

[i.e., Eq. (5)] are A,, = 2.37 and 1.22 percent, respectively (see
Appendix B for Wall PP6-BO). As required by the design
approach, these A,, values are close to the corresponding A,
values for the two walls. The mean values of the 4/Ad ratios
from the dynamic analyses of Walls PP6-BO and PP6-EO

under the twenty ground motion records in Table 3 are equal

to 4/A,, = 0.69 and 0.89, respectively.
As examples of representative behavior, Fig. 10(b) shows

the roof drift time-histories of Walls PP6-BO and PP6-EO
under the SAC-LA31 and SAC-LA25 ground motions. The
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peak roof drift demands of the walls under these records
(4, = 1.68 and 1.18 percent, respectively) are closest to the
corresponding mean demands of 4 = 1.65 and 1.09 percent,
respectively.

The dashed horizontal lines in Fig. 10(b) represent the al
lowable target roof drift values of 4 = 2.4 and 1.2 percent
used in the design of Walls PP6-BO and PP6-EO, respective
ly. The considerable difference between the mean and target
displacement responses of Wall PP6-BO indicates that the
proposed design approach has resulted in an overly conserva
tive wall.

In order to investigate the possible source of this conserva
tism in design, the peak roof drift demands of Walls PP6-BO
and PP6-EO under the twenty ground motions are compared
with the mean peak roof drift demands estimated directly
from the equivalent SDOF BP models of the two structures,
without using the displacement ductility demand relationship
given by Eqs. (3) and (4). These revised peak roof drift de
mand estimates are = 1.79 and 1.05 percent, respective
ly. The resulting mean values of the 4141d ratios from the
dynamic analyses of Walls PP6-BO and PP6-EO under the
twenty ground motion records in Table 3 are equal to =

0.92 and 1.04. respectively.

These significantly improved demand estimates indicate
that the BP system is capable of providing good represen
tations, on average, of the peak displacement responses
of Walls PP6-BO and PP6-EO; however, Eqs. (3) and (4)
using the a and b regression coefficients in Table 2 result in
conservative designs. Further research is needed to develop
improved relationships between the lateral strength and the
displacement ductility demand of partially post-tensioned
precast concrete wall structures.

Note also that as observed in Fig. 10(a), there is a large
scatter in the peak roof drift demands of the walls under the
twenty SAC ground motion records. This scatter results in
peak drift demands that are significantly larger than the target
roof drift for some of the ground motion records, especially
for Wall PP6-EO. The large scatter in the dynamic response
of the walls may be due to a large variation in the intensity of
the SAC ground motion records.

The peak roof drift demands in Fig. 10(a) appear to have
a correlation with the maximum incremental velocity, MW,
of the ground motion records. The correlation is stronger for
smaller values ofMIV [MIV <90 in./sec. (2286 mm/sec.)] than
for larger values of MW. These results indicate that it may be
possible to obtain more uniform levels of seismic demand es

Fig. 10. Roof drift response of the prototype walls: (a) peak roof drift; (b) roof drift time-history.
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timates (i.e., with reduced scatter) for the walls by scaling the
ground motions to a constant value of MIV as investigated by
Farrow and Kurama3°and Kurama and Farrow.49

Note that other methods of ground motion scaling, such as
to a constant spectral acceleration as recommended by Shome
and Cornell49 and Shome et al.,5° may also reduce the scatter
in the peak roof drift demands. The scaling of the ground mo
tion records is not investigated further in this paper.

The roof drift time-history results in Figs. 9(a), 9(b), and
10(b) demonstrate the self-centering capability of the proto
type walls as indicated by the oscillations about close to the
zero-drift position, with little residual (i.e., permanent) dis
placements at the end of the ground motions. The results also
show that the displacement responses of the walls decay (i.e.,
decrease) at a reasonable rate.

As shown by Kurama,1 the decay in the displacement re
sponse of the walls occurs primarily as a result of the energy
dissipation provided by the yielding of the bonded mild steel
reinforcement crossing the horizontal joints. This behavior
is one of the potential advantages of using partially post-ten
sioned precast concrete walls as compared with fully post-
tensioned walls (with no mild steel reinforcement), which
may experience a larger number of large drift peaks during
a ground motion due to a considerably smaller amount of
decay in the dynamic response.

Roof Acceleration Response—Fig. II shows the peak
absolute roof acceleration, a (where the absolute accelera
tion is calculated as the relative acceleration of the roof with
respect to the ground plus the ground acceleration), from
the dynamic analyses of the prototype walls. The mean peak
acceleration of Walls PP6-BO and PP6-EO is equal to
1 .54g and 1 .80g, respectively. While the scatter in the peak
acceleration of the walls under the twenty SAC ground mo
tion records is large, no significant correlation is observed
with MW.

Note that, unlike the lateral displacement response of the

walls, the acceleration response may be significantly affected
by higher modes of vibration.5’Thus, the SDOF BP system
described previously should not be used to estimate the peak
wall accelerations.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a seismic design approach for precast
concrete structural walls that use a combination of mild steel
and high strength post-tensioning (PT) steel reinforcement
for lateral resistance. These walls are referred to as partial

ly post-tensioned walls in this paper. The proposed seismic
design approach is a performance based approach that aims
to limit the wall lateral displacements to an allowable tar
get displacement. The design approach is critically evaluated
based on nonlinear static and nonlinear dynamic time-history
analyses of two prototype walls. The following conclusions
can be drawn from the investigation:

1. Nonlinear static reversed cyclic lateral load analyses of
the prototype walls indicate stable behavior with consider
able inelastic energy dissipation and self-centering capabil
ity. It is shown that the energy dissipation requirement of the
draft ACT ITG T5. 1 document’2”3can be satisfied by using
bonded mild steel reinforcement crossing the horizontal joint
between the wall and the foundation. Previous investigations’
have concluded that fully post-tensioned walls with no mild
steel reinforcement crossing the horizontal joints do not sat
isfy this requirement.

2. As compared with monolithic cast-in-place reinforced
concrete walls, the amount of mild steel reinforcement that
would be needed in a partially post-tensioned precast wall is
smaller, because a portion of the lateral strength of the wall is
provided by the post-tensioning steel.

3. The mild steel moment ratio, /3m’ introduced in the paper
is a design parameter to specify the relative contribution of
the mild steel reinforcement to the total base moment resis

Fig. 11. Peak roof absolute acceleration of the prototype walls: (a) Wall PP6-BO; (b) Wall PP6-EO.
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tance of a wall. Systems with larger j3 values correspond to
walls with larger amounts of mild steel reinforcement. If the
mild steel contribution is too small (i.e., the 3,,, value is too
small), then the inelastic energy dissipation of the structure
may not satisfy the ACT ITO T5.112”3requirement. A value of
0.75 3,,, 1 is recommended for design.

4. The proposed design approach can be used to achieve se
lected seismic performance objectives for the walls, including
basic objectives (e.g., to prevent crushing of the confined con
crete at the wall base) and enhanced objectives (e.g., to prevent
yielding of the PT steel in addition to crushing of the confined
concrete). Design guidelines are provided in the paper to de
termine the areas of the PT steel and mild steel reinforcement
in a wall, as well as the amount of concrete confinement need
ed. Additional recommendations are provided on the detailing
of the mild steel reinforcement and on shear design.

5. The proposed seismic design approach uses peak dis
placement ductility demand regression relationships based
on an equivalent nonlinear single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF)
system, referred to as the BP system. Nonlinear dynamic time-
history analyses indicate that the equivalent SDOF BP system
provides an effective tool to estimate the lateral displacement
response of multi-degree-of-freedom partially post-tensioned
precast concrete walls under earthquake loading.

6. Nonlinear dynamic time-history analyses of the proto
type walls under twenty selected ground motion records show
that the mean peak lateral displacement demand for each wall
is less than the corresponding allowable target displacement
used in design. Thus, the seismic performance objectives
used in the design of the walls are on average achieved.

7. While the design performance objectives are on average
achieved, the dynamic analysis results also indicate that the
proposed displacement ductility demand regression relation
ships result in somewhat overly conservative designs for the
prototype structures. Further research is needed to develop
improved relationships between the lateral strength and the
displacement ductility demand of partially post-tensioned
precast concrete walls.

8. There is significant scatter in the peak lateral displace
ment demands of the prototype walls under the twenty select
ed ground motion records, possibly due to a large variation
in the intensity of the ground motions. This scatter results in
peak displacement demands that are significantly larger than
the design allowable target displacement under some of the
ground motion records.

9. The dynamic analysis results indicate that it may be pos
sible to obtain more uniform levels of seismic displacement
demand estimates for the walls by scaling the ground motion
records to a constant maximum incremental velocity (MIV).

10. The dynamic roof displacement time-history results
demonstrate the large self-centering capability of the proto
type walls as indicated by the oscillations about close to the
zero-displacement position, with little residual (i.e., perma
nent) displacement at the end of a ground motion.

11. The dynamic analysis results also show that the lateral
displacement responses of the walls decay (i.e., decrease) at
a reasonable rate. This occurs due to, primarily, the energy
dissipation provided by the yielding of the mild steel rein
forcement and is one of the potential advantages of partially

post-tensioned precast concrete walls as compared with fully
post-tensioned walls with no mild steel reinforcement.

12. The peak absolute roof accelerations of the prototype
walls do not appear to have a strong correlation with the
ground motion intensity.
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APPENDIX A - NOTATION
a = displacement ductility demand regression coef

ficient
a3 = length of concrete rectangular (i.e., uniform)

compressive stress block at wall base
a area of a post-tensioning tendon
a = peak absolute roof acceleration

= mean peak absolute roof acceleration
A = total area of post-tensioning steel reinforcement

in wall
A, = total area of mild steel reinforcement on tension

side of wall
A = total area of mild steel reinforcement on com

pression side of wall
b = displacement ductility demand regression coef

ficient
c = displacement ductility demand regression coef

ficient
neutral axis depth at wall base

c,, neutral axis depth at wall base corresponding to
crushing of confined concrete
neutral axis depth at wall base corresponding to
“yielding” of post-tensioning steel

C = total compressive stress resultant at wall base
d3 = distance from compression end of wall to post-

tensioning tendon with largest strain
= distance from compression end of wall to cen

troid of A3
= distance from compression end of wall to cen

troid of A
cI, = distance from compression end of wall to inner

most tension-side mild steel bar
= distance from compression end of wall to inner

most compression-side mild steel bar
= distance from compression end of wall to outer

most tension-side mild steel bar
= wire diameter of concrete confinement spiral
= area enclosed by a wall V-LI hysteresis loop
= center-to-center diameter of concrete confine

ment spiral
DL = unfactored design dead load

= Young’s modulus of concrete

E = Young’s modulus of post-tensioning steel
“post-yield” stiffness of post-tensioning steel

E, = Young’s modulus of mild steel reinforcement
EQ = design earthquake load

f3’ = compressive strength of unconfined concrete

fr’3 = compressive strength of confined concrete

f = confined concrete stress corresponding to

f, = stress in post-tensioning steel

f,,, initial stress in post-tensioning steel after losses
ultimate (peak) strength of post-tensioning steel

f = “yield” (i.e., linear limit) strength of post-
tensioning steel

= mild steel stress at centroid of A3 at wall base

f,’ = mild steel stress at centroid of A’3 at wall base

f = yield strength of spiral steel
= ultimate (peak) strength of mild steel reinforce

ment

4 = yield strength of mild steel reinforcement

f = damping adjustment coefficient
= site coefficient for short periods from IBC-2003’9

F3 = site coefficient for 1-sec. period from IBC-2003’9
g = acceleration due to gravity
Gdl = total axial force at wall base due to unfactored

design dead loads
G1, total axial force at wall base due to unfactored

unreduced design live loads
= height of wall where concrete confinement is

needed at base
h = height of wall

= “plastic hinge” height at wall base
H,, = resultant height of linear-elastic first (i.e., funda

mental) mode inertia forces
kbe = linear-elastic stiffness of BE component of

single-degree-of-freedom BP system
kep = linear-elastic stiffness of EP component of

single-degree-of-freedom BP system
K1 = structure linear-elastic lateral stiffness

= wall linear-elastic lateral stiffness
= length of wall at each end where concrete con

finement is needed at base
= unbonded length of post-tensioning steel
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1,,, = length of wall
L = earthquake excitation factor
LL = unfactored unreduced design live load
me! = effective linear-elastic first (i.e., fundamental)

mode mass of wall
[M] = diagonal mass matrix for structure
Ill” = generalized linear-elastic first (i.e., fundamental)

mode mass of structure
Mei effective linear-elastic first (i.e., fundamental)

mode mass of structure
Me,d = wall design base moment demand
M,,,,, = contribution of wall applied (external) axial load

to wall base moment strength
= contribution of post-tensioning steel reinforce

ment to wall base moment strength
M,,,,, = contribution of mild steel reinforcement to wall

base moment strength
M,,,,, = wall nominal “yield” moment strength
MIV = ground motion maximum incremental velocity
n,, = number of post-tensioning tendons in wall cross

section
= number of walls in structure

N,,,d = wall factored design axial force at base
PGA ground motion peak acceleration
R = force in equivalent single-degree-of-freedom

system
Rbe = yield strength of BE component of single-degree-

of-freedom BP system
R = yield strength of EP component of single-degree-

of-freedom BP system
R1 = strength ratio
s = displacement of equivalent single-degree-of-

freedom system
.sbe = yield displacement of single-degree-of-freedom

BP system
s = pitch of confinement spiral
S = site adjusted linear-elastic design spectral

response acceleration
SMS = Maximum Considered Earthquake spectral

response acceleration for short periods’9
SM, = Maximum Considered Earthquake spectral

response acceleration for 1-sec. period’9
S = mapped spectral response acceleration for short

periods
S, = mapped spectral response acceleration for 1-sec.

period
= time
= thickness of wall
= linear-elastic first (i.e., fundamental) mode period

of wall/structure
= elongation of post-tensioning steel fromf1tof
= base shear force
= structure design base shear demand
= wall nominal shear slip strength
= wall design base shear demand
= peak wall base shear demand
= total structure seismic weight
= post-yield stiffness ratio of single-degree-of-

freedom BP system

= relative energy dissipation ratio’2”3
= mild steel moment ratio

/3r = strength ratio of single-degree-of-freedom BP
system

/3, stiffness ratio of single-degree-of-freedom BP
system

= concrete rectangular stress block parameter
f = roof displacement participation factor

(T= L/M*)
/1 roof drift (roof lateral displacement divided by

wall height)

4 = maximum/minimum roof drift for a hysteresis
cycle

Ad = estimated design roof drift demand (from Step 5
of proposed design approach)

zl ‘d = mean roof drift demand from dynamic analyses
of equivalent single-degree-of-freedom BP sys
tem

4 = peak roof drift demand from multi-degree-of-
— freedom dynamic analysis

4 = mean peak roof drift demand from multi-degree-
of-freedom dynamic analyses

= roof drift corresponding to “yielding” of post-

______

tensioning steel

4 /zI = mean value of Zip/Ad ratios from dynamic
analyses

4/4 = mean value of 4/A ratios from dynamic
analyses

4 = allowable target roof drift used in design
= ultimate (crushing) strain of confined concrete
= confined concrete strain corresponding tof
= strain in innermost tension-side mild steel bar at

wall base
= strain in innermost compression-side mild steel

bar at wall base
Es,,, = maximum strain in outermost tension-side mild

steel bar at wall base
= strain in spiral steel at peak strength
= ultimate (crushing) strain of unconfined concrete

EQ = unconfined concrete strain corresponding tof
= roof displacement ductility demand
= design coefficient of friction for shear slip
= roof displacement ductility demand correspond

ing to A1
= viscous damping ratio
= linear-elastic first (i.e., fundamental) mode vis

cous damping ratio
= viscous damping ratio corresponding to SIR,

value used in design
= post-tensioning steel ratio (total post-tensioning

steel area/wall cross-section area)
= mild steel reinforcement ratio (total mild steel

area/wall cross-section area)
= concrete confinement spiral reinforcement ratio
= curvature at wall base at crushing of confined

concrete
, } = linear-elastic first (i.e., fundamental) mode shape

of wall/structure

upy
V
VSd
Vss
VWd
V,,,m,,,,,

a
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APPENDIX B — DESIGN EXAMPLE
The following example demonstrates the design of Wall

PP6-BO (see Fig. BI) using the proposed seismic design ap
proach. Note that while this example includes the main fea
tures of the seismic design of a partially post-tensioned pre
cast concrete wall, it is not a complete design example.

The following assumptions and simplifications are made
for the design:

1. The floor diaphragms are assumed to be rigid.
2. Seismic loads out of the plane of the walls are

ignored (only loads in the direction of the walls are
considered).

3. Torsional effects on the building (including accidental
torsion effects) are ignored.

4. Vertical ground acceleration effects are ignored.
5. The walls are designed for a single hypothetical load

combination of 1.ODL + 0.25LL + l.OEQ, where DL is
the design dead load, LL is the design live load, and EQ
is the earthquake load. Note that this load combination
is different than the combinations specified in IBC
2003 19 and should not be used in practice.

6. No capacity reduction factors are used in the design of
the walls.

7. The distribution of the equivalent lateral forces over the
height of the walls is assumed to be equal to the linear-
elastic first mode distribution of inertia forces.

8. The wall foundations are assumed to be rigid.

General Design Information

Building type: Office.
Number of stories = 6.
Story heights = 16 ft (4.88 m) for first story and 13 ft (3.96 m)

for other stories.
Building plan: See Fig. Bl.
Building location: Los Angeles, California.
Site class: D (stiff).19
Seismic demand level: Survival (2 percent in 50 years).
Mapped spectral response accelerations from IBC-2003:19

— For short periods, S = 2.05g.
— For 1-sec. period, S1 = 0.8 1g.

Design objective: Prevent crushing of confined concrete.
Allowable target roof drift, A, = 2.4 percent.
Gravitational acceleration, g = 386.1 in./sec.2 (9.81 mlsec.2).

Iateral Load System in the N-S direction

System type: Partially post-tensioned precast concrete walls.
Number of walls, n = 10.
Wall length, l. = 20 ft (6.10 m).
Wall height, h. = 16 + (5)(13) 81 ft (24.7 m).
Wall aspect ratio, = 4.05.
Wall thickness, t. = 12 in. (305 mm).

Design Loads

Reinforced concrete structure self-weight.
Superimposed dead load 30 psf (1.44 kPa).
Cladding = 550 lb per linear ft (8026 N/rn) on building

perimeter.
Parapet on roof = 550 lb per linear ft (8026 N/m) on building

perimeter.
Floor live load = 50 psf (2.39 kPa).
Roof live load 12 psf (0.57 kPa).
Building seismic weight = 4161 kips (18.5 MN) for first

floor.
Building seismic weight = 3758 kips (16.7 MN) for roof.
Building seismic weight 4085 kips (18.2 MN) for other

floors.
Total building seismic weight:
W = 4161 + (4)(4085) + 3758

= 24,259 kips (107.9 MN)
Cumulative (from upper stories) wall unfactored design axial

forces at base:

Gd! = 940 kips (4.18 MN) (due to unfactored design
dead loads)
220 kips (0.98 MN) (due to unfactored unreduced
design live loads)

Wall factored design axial force at base:
N,d = (1.0)(940) + (0.25)(220)

= 995 kips (4.43 MN)

- — — — . . . .

-
- I — — . — — —

I I I I I

Fig. Bi. Building plan.
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Design Material Properties = (l.0)(2.05g) = 2.05g

Unconfined concrete compressive strength,
= 6 ksi (41.4 MPa).

Spiral steel yield strength,f = 60 ksi (414 MPa)
Spiral steel strain at peak strength, e, = 0.08
Mild fiexural steel yield strength,f = 60 ksi (414 MPa).
Mild flexural steel Young’s modulus, E5 = 29,000 ksi

(200 GPa).
Post-tensioning steel yield (i.e., linear limit) strength,

f= 120 ksi (827 MPa).
Post-tensioning steel ultimate (i.e., peak) strength,

f= 160 ksi (1103 MPa).
Post-tensioning steel Young’s modulus,

= 29,000 ksi (200 GPa).

Linear-Elastic Analysis Results for Lateral Load System
(Ten Walls)

Modal analysis:
Linear-elastic first (i.e., fundamental) mode period,

= 0.57 sec.
Structure effective linear-elastic first mode mass,

M1 = 43.1 kips-sec.2/in. (7.55 kN-sec.2/mm).
Resultant height of linear-elastic first mode inertia forces,

H=62.8 ft (19.1 m).
Lateral load analysis:
Structure linear-elastic lateral stiffness,

K, = (10 walls) (369.7 kips/in./wall)
= 3697 kips/in. (647 kN/mm).

Strength Ratio, R1

Assume roof displacement ductility ratio, = 10. Deter
mine BP system regression coefficients corresponding to the
seismic design conditions for this design example from Table
2 as:

a= 1.08
b=0.89
Note that the regression coefficients for other selected seis

mic design conditions are also provided in Table 2. Then,
from Eq. (4):

0.57108 0.89
c +—=1.92

= 0.57108 + 1 0.57

The strength ratio is calculated using Eq. (3) as:

R1 = [1.92 (10— 1) + 1}192 = 4.54

Structure (Ten Walls) Design Base Shear Demand, V

First, the site adjusted linear-elastic design spectral re
sponse acceleration, S is determined from IBC-2003.19Since
the design is conducted for a seismic demand level of 2 per
cent probability of being exceeded in 50 years (correspond
ing to the Maximum Considered Earthquake in IBC-2003’9),
then:

S = Ss

where SMS and SMI are the Maximum Considered Earthquake
spectral response accelerations for short periods and for 1-
sec. period, respectively, calculated as:

= FS1 = (l.5)(0.81g) = l.22g

with F = 1.0 and F = 1.5 being the site coefficients deter
mined from IBC-2003.’9

Since
= l257g

= 2.14g > S,s= 2.05g — S = SMS= 2.05g

The damping adjustment coefficient is calculated using Eq.
(2). Assuming = 3 percent and with = 5 percent:

— [1 + (25)(0.05)]05
— 113

— [1 + (25)(0.03)1° —

Then, the structure (ten walls) design base shear demand is
calculated using Eq. (1) as:

-

M1fS
sd R1

— (43.1)(1.13)(2.05)(386.1)
4.54

= 8522 kips (37.9 MN)

Wall Base Shear Force Demand, VWd

The wall base shear force demand, V, is determined by
distributing the structure base shear demand, Vd, vertically
over the height and horizontally to the lateral load resisting
members in the plan of the structure. Since only in-plane
loads are considered and torsional effects are ignored, the
wall base shear demand is:

Vd
= 8522

= 852 kips (3.79 MN)
10

Wall Nonlinear Roof Drift Demand, 4d

The wall nonlinear roof drift demand, 4d’ is calculated
using Eq. (5) as:

— d100
d -

—

i w

Since Zid = 2.37 percent is sufficiently close to the target
roof drift of 4= 2.4 percent, no iteration is needed on u, and
the trial wall dimensions and number of walls in the structure
are satisfactory.

Wall Base Moment Demand, MWd

The wall base moment demand, Md is determined using
the first mode distribution of inertia forces over the wall
height as:

and

=(10)(
852 100

\3697/10 J \. (81)(12)

= 2.37 percent
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M,d = dH = (852)(62.8)

= 53,517 kip-ft (72.6 MN-rn)

Wall Flexural Reinforcement

A - M!3m

— (fi, + l)(l
— 2djf

— (53,517)(12)(l)
— (1 + l)[240 — (2)(13.25)](60)

The design of the wall flexural mild steel and post-ten
sioning steel reinforcement is based on a selected value of

= 1.0 for the mild steel moment ratio as described below.

Design of Post-Tensioning Steel Reinforcement

First, the design initial stress for the post-tensioning
steel, f, is assumed. Let f, = 0.55ff, = (0.55)(160) = 88 ksi
(607 MPa). Then, an iterative procedure is executed as de
scribed below. Note that only the final step of the iteration is
provided herein.

1. Assume a value for the length of the concrete rectangular
compression stress block at the wall base as:

a= 57.5 in. (1460 mm)

2. Determine the total area of the post-tensioning steel
using Eq. (12) as:

2Md —A =

(fl, + 1)(l — a)f

— (2)(53,517)(12) — 995
— (1 + 1)(240 — 57.5)(88) 88

= 28.7 sq in. (18,516 mm2)

3. Calculate the length of the concrete rectangular
compression stress block using Eq. (13) as:

a NWd+APfP,

0.85f’ç

— 995 + (28.7)(88)
— (0.85)(6)(12)

= 57.5 in. (1460 mm)

4. Repeat Steps 1 to 3 until satisfactory agreement in the
value of a is obtained (OK).

A total of nine pairs of 1/8 in. (35 mm) diameter post-ten
sioning bars (with area of single bar, ap= 1.58 sq in. (1019
mm2) are selected [Fig. 2(a)J. The total area of post-tension
ing steel provided in each wall is:

A= na= (9)(2)(1.58) = 28.4 sq in. (18,323 mm2)

which is acceptably close to the required steel area of
A= 28.7 sq in. (18,516 mm2) (OK).

Design of Mild Steel Reinforcement

The required mild steel area, A to satisfy the wall design
base moment demand is determined using an iterative proce
dure as follows. Note that only the final step of the iteration
is provided herein.

Assume that the distance from the compression end of the
wall to the centroid of A is equal to =13.25 in. (337 mm)
Then, using Eq. (15):

= 25.1 sq in. (16,194 mm2)

A total of 10 pairs of No. 10 bars are used on each side of
the wall [Fig. 2(a)J, resulting in a steel area of:

A= A’ = (10)(2)(1.27) = 25.4 sq in. (16,387 mm2)

The bars are spaced 2.5 in. (64 mm) apart with a concrete
cover of 2 in. (51 mm), resulting in d’ = 13.25 in. (337 mm)
as assumed (OK).

Once the mild steel bars are selected and placed in the
cross section. the strains in the bars are calculated assuming a
linear strain diagram (i.e., plane sections assumption). If the
calculated bar strains are smaller than the yield strain, then,
the determination of A above may need to be revised using a
modified form of Eq. (9).

The neutral axis depth at the base of the wall is calculated
as:

a 57.5

= = 0.75
= 76.7 in. (1948 mm)

Assuming a concrete cover of 2 in. (51 mm), the distance
of the innermost compression-side bar from the compression
end of the wall is:

d’ = 2 + (9)(2.5) = 24.5 in. (622 mm)

The strain in the bar is calculated assuming an extreme
concrete compression strain of 0.003:

c, — d’
= (0.003)

cc

776.7 — 24.5
=

76.7
)o.oo3

= 0.00204 —* at yield (OK)

Similarly, the distance of the innermost tension-side bar
from the compression end of the wall is:

= 240— 2 — (9)(2.5) = 215.5 in. (5474 mm)

The strain in the bar is:

= —
(0.003)

cc

= (215.5 ) (0.003)

0.00543 —* above yield (OK)
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Concrete Confinement

Concrete confinement is needed at the wall boundaries to
prevent premature crushing and failure of the concrete before
the wall roof drift demand, Ad is reached. As described in the
main body of the paper, this requires an iterative procedure.
Only the final step of the iteration is provided herein.

A confinement model developed by Mander et al.,2’ is used
to develop the stress-strain relationship of the confined con
crete as shown in Fig. B2. For spiral confinement properties
of spiral center-to-center diameter, = 10.3 in. (262 mm),
spiral wire diameter, d= 0.356 in. (9 mm), and spiral pitch,

= 1.50 in. (38 mm) (resulting in a spiral reinforcement
ratio, Q, = 2.57 percent), the following confined concrete
stress-strain relationship parameters are determined:

— Compressive strength of confined concrete,f = 9.97 ksi
(69 MPa); and

— Ultimate (crushing) strain of confined concrete,
s=0.0213

Then, the neutral axis depth corresponding to the crushing
of the confined concrete at the wall base is estimated using
Eq. (17) as:

+

0.85f’t

— 995 + (28.44)(120)
— (0.85)(9.97)(12)

= 43.3 in. (1 100 mm)

where 0.2l is the assumed plastic hinge height. Finally, the
required strain capacity of the confined concrete, afl,, is deter
mined from Eq. (16) as:

= cçb = (43.3)(0.000494) = 0.0214

Since the ultimate strain capacity, e = 0.0213 is suffi
ciently close to the demand, e = 0.0214, the design of the
concrete confinement reinforcement is satisfied.

The confinement reinforcement should extend over a
length, la., and height, he., near both ends of the wall at the
base where the concrete strains are greater than or equal to

= 0.004, which is the assumed crushing strain of the Un-
confined concrete. A linear strain diagram defined by & and
c is used to determine the confined wall length at each end,
resulting in:

/ 8
l=c ii——

0.004= (43.3) (i
— 0.0214)

= 35.2 in. (894 mm)

The determination of the confined wall height, h, depends
on the bending moment diagram over the wall height and is
not within the scope of this example.

It is assumed that all of the post-tensioning bars in the wall
are at the yield stress. The corresponding curvature at the
wall base is estimated by assuming that the wall lateral dis
placements occur as a result of a concentrated rotation at the
wall base and that the fiexural deformations are uniformly
distributed over a “plastic hinge height” using Eq. (18) as:

= A 0.0237 = 0.000494CU 0.2l (0.2)(240)

Detailing of Mild Steel Reinforcement

Fracturing of the mild steel reinforcement should be pre
vented. For this purpose, a linear strain diagram defined by

and CCU is used to estimate the maximum strain, ç,,, in the
mild steel bar on the extreme tension side of the wall. The
distance of the outermost tension-side bar from the compres
sion end of the wall is:

d= 240—2 = 238 in. (6045 mm)

Fig. B2. Confined and unconfined concrete stress-strain relationships for Wall PP6-BO.
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The strain in the bar is:

d —c
Esin = 8cu

CCL’

= (238 _43.3)
(0.0214)

= 0.0962 —* below fracture strain (OK)

If necessary (e.g., due to low cycle fatigue failure concerns),
the strains in the mild steel reinforcement can be reduced by
placing the bars closer to the wall centerline (which may re
quire a redesign) and/or by wrapping the bars to prevent bond
over a predetermined height above the base-panel-to-founda
tion joint. Determination of the wrapped length of mild steel
reinforcement is not discussed in this paper.

The mild steel reinforcement should be properly anchored
to the foundation and should be extended to a sufficient height
above the base of the wall to allow for the development of the
ultimate (i.e., pealc) strength of the steel in tension and com
pression at the base-panel-to-foundation joint. The bars that
are no longer needed for flexural resistance may be termi
nated (i.e., cut off) in a staggered pattern over the wall height.
The detailing of the mild steel bars over the wall height is not
addressed in this design example.

Yielding of Post-Tensioning Steel Reinforcement

First, the additional elongation, of the post-tensioning
steel fromf tof is estimated from Eq. (22):

_f-f1 1
17 i”

p

7120—88

29,000
)(81)(12)

1.07 in. (27 mm)

where the unbonded length of the post-tensioning steel, l,,,, is
equal to the wall height, h.

The distance, of the post-tensioning bar with the largest
strain from the compression end of the wall is:

= 120 + (0.5)(8)(5) = 140 in. (3556 mm)

Since the yielding of the post-tensioning steel in Wall PP6-
BO is expected to occur significantly before the crushing of
the confined concrete, the neutral axis depth corresponding
to the yielding of the post-tensioning steel, c, is assumed to
be equal to:

c
0.75 0.75

Then, the roof drift corresponding to the yielding of the
post-tensioning steel is estimated from Eq. (21) as:

LI =
py

py — py

=( 1.07
(100)

\140 —57.8)

= 1.30 percent

Note that the prevention of the yielding of the post-ten
sioning steel is not a design performance objective for Wall
PP6-BO. If the yielding of the post-tensioning steel needs to
be delayed, a new (lower) value off, should be used in Eqs.
(12) and (13) and/or the tendons should be placed closer to
the wall centerline, and the design should be repeated.

Shear Design

Shear design of the wall to prevent diagonal tension fail
ure of the wall panels, shear slip failure along the horizontal
joints, and failure along the bottom and top edges of the base
panel is not within the scope of this design example.

Stability of Wall Panels

Design to prevent out-of-plane buckling of the wall panels
between lateral restraints (usually at the floor and roof levels)
and to prevent buckling of the compression zone in the base
panel is not within the scope of this example.

Comparisons with Static Lateral Load Analysis Results

Fig. 6(a) shows the base shear versus roof drift (V-LI) be
havior obtained from a nonlinear static monotonic analysis of
Wall PP6-BO. The limit states from the analysis results are
compared with the design estimations as follows.

1. Yielding of mild steel at centroid of bar group on
tension side of wall—The analysis results indicate
that this limit state is reached at a base shear of
V= 853 kips (3.79 MN), which satisfies the wall design
base shear demand of V,,,d = 852 kips (3.79 MN) —> wall
lateral strength (OK).

2. Crushing of confined concrete at wall base—The
analysis results indicate that this limit state is reached
at a roof drift of LI = 2.40 percent, which satisfies the
wall design nonlinear roof drift demand of Ad = 2.37
percent —* wall lateral displacement capacity (OK).

3. Yielding of post-tensioning steel—The analysis results
indicate that this limit state is reached at a roof drift of
LI = 1.38 percent, which agrees reasonably well with
the design estimation of = 1.30 percent. Note that
this is not a design requirement for Wall PP6-BO.
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